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MegaChips and ARM executed IP License Agreement 
 

MegaChips Corporation (hereinafter “MegaChips”) today announced the conclusion of License 

Agreement with ARM Limited (hereinafter “ARM”) in regard to ARM® core and peripheral IP.  

 

MegaChips has been developed and marketed a large number of ASSP and ASIC.  Kawasaki 

Microelectronics Inc., that recently became a consolidated subsidiary of MegaChips, develops and sells 

ASIC for the office automation equipment and networks, as well.  

ARM is leading the industry with its extensive product line of high-performance CPU cores and 

peripheral IP.  The CPU cores are widely used in SoC for all kinds of embedded devices as smart phones 

and tablets due to its high-performance and low-power-consumption operation.  

This contract enables MegaChips to procure ARM’s outstanding CPU cores and Fabric IP (CPU 

peripheral IP) with ease and accelerate advanced SoC development by technical collaboration with ARM.  

MegaChips can also develop and supply superior LSI products in shorter lead time to both domestic and 

international customers who constantly seek advanced SoC products.  

MegaChips intends to integrate its business operation with Kawasaki Microelectronics Inc. on 1st of 

April, 2013 aiming for LSI business expansion, and the contract with ARM is considered as one of 

measures to enhance its research and development system. 

The newly-founded MegaChips Group will keep fully support Japanese leading companies and 

contribute greatly to supply competitive devices in the world market. 
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【about ARM】 
ARM designs the technology that is at the heart of advanced digital products, from wireless, 

networking and consumer entertainment solutions to imaging, automotive, security and storage 
devices. ARM’s comprehensive product offering includes RISC microprocessors, graphics processors, 
video engines, enabling software, cell libraries, embedded memories, high-speed connectivity 
products, peripherals and development tools. Combined with comprehensive design services, training, 
support and maintenance, and the company’s broad partner community, they provide a total system 
solution that offers a fast, reliable path to market for leading electronics companies. Find out more 
about ARM by following link: 

ARM website: http://www.arm.com/  
 


